
Cultural Activities
Itinéraires on the Paths of History

On demand and tailor made
Prices are all included

We are not subject to the VAT
According availability of our partners



LIVE ART AS AN “ART DE VIVRE”
Since 1986, we have developed our expertise in a very special
field: cultural tourism.

Our initial ambition is to live art as an « art de vivre », to lead
participants by their hand on our trips and tell them a story:
the story of a place, its population, its architecture and its
culture in the broadest sense.

Our team of professionals works on demand, adapting and
creating tours and tailor-made programs.

Cultural tourism, special events and incentives, marketing
and communication to be integrated in your seminar or
congress: from the guided tour to your cultural event,
Itinéraires answers promptly in (almost) every language.
Each proposal is adaptable to your wishes and the reality of
your timing and objective.

Our Association



1) Guided Walking Tour

We invite you to share a special cultural itinerary; that of 
discovering the "must-sees" of the beating heart of our 
capital, while finding anecdotes, stories and legends that are 
off the beaten track.

Practical information

Choice of themes: Classic, Unusual, Art Nouveau, Comic Strip, 
Surrealist, a specific Quarter, Secret,...
Guided tour of maximum 2 or 4 hours
With our cultural guides
Outdoor guided tour
Maximum 25 people per guide/group



2) Walking tour + Museum

Follow our guides to discover the city's history and its art and 
heritage collections. From the underground of the Coudenberg
to the bubbles of the Atomium, our guides will enchant you 
with their knowledge.

Practical information

Guided tour of maximum 4 hours
Including a 1.5 hour visit to a museum (Atomium, Mini-Europe, 
Horta House, MOOF, Permanent Collections of the Royal 
Museums of Fine Arts, Cantillon Brewery, Coudenberg, 
BELvue,...)
Maximum 15/20 people per guide/group



3) Panoramic tour: Best of

A city tour by interactive bus for a playful discovery of the 
capital of Europe and its paths of light. From the arcades of 
the Cinquantenaire to the surrealism of Magritte, from the 
curves of Art Nouveau to the bubbles of comics, from the 
alleys of the Royal Park to the panorama of the Atomium, you 
will be immersed in a real Brussels kaleidoscope.

Practical information

Guided tour of maximum 4 hours
Including a 1.5 hour panoramic tour in a private coach
Maximum 25 people per guide/group for the walking tour
Maximum 50 people per guide/group for the panoramic tour



4) Panoramic Tour + Museum

Discover Brussels "extra muros" and its Art Nouveau districts, 
the European quarter - the heart of continental politics -
Laeken and the Royal Palace, and the Atomium. Get to know 
the more outlying areas of the capital with a visit to a 
museum: from the bubbles of the Atomium to the metal 
flowers of the Horta House, our guides will be happy to share 
their knowledge.

Practical information

Guided tour of maximum 4 hours
Including a 1.5 hour panoramic tour in a private coach
Maximum 25 people per guide/group for the walking tour
Maximum 50 people per guide/group for the panoramic tour



5) The Chocolate Route

The Belgian chocolate label is well established. But to whom
do we owe it? This itinerary will allow you to discover the
great names of Belgian chocolate, whether they have made
history or are still writing it. Discover the characteristics of
each of our master chocolate makers, both in terms of their
techniques and their specificities. You'll get an appetizer
that will make your heart skip a beat for a particular master
chocolatier!

Practical information

Duration of the visit: 2 hours
Tour of the historical heart of Brussels: history of the city
and of chocolate.
Tasting of two chocolates at two high-profile chocolate
makers
End of the tour in the historical centre



6) Beer Tasting

"It smells like beer, from London to Berlin" sang the great
Jacques Brel, and Brussels has always held the reputation of
its liquid gold high!
Much more than a simple drink, beer has historical, cultural
and social links with the city of Brussels, its spaces and its
inhabitants. Discover the historical heart of the city through
the eyes of beer, learn the names of the oldest and most
particular estaminets and finish the walk with a commented
beer tasting! A perfect activity to start your weekend, or your
week...

In practice

Duration: 2 hours
Guided walk through the city, followed by a beer tasting (3
tasting glasses p.p.) accompanied by cheese and charcuterie
from our regions



7) Food Tour: Chocolate, Beer and Waffle

For centuries Brussels has been associated with fine dining.
During Brueghelian fairs, during the so-called “Joyous
Entries”, during the lavish banquets of the Belle Epoque, or
even in today’s restaurants, in a pleasant setting with a
varied menu: visitors have always associated Brussels with
the art of fine dining, for which it is so reputed. A tour for
people who enjoy fine dining and love art. Discover the
gastronomy of Brussels from a sensual, artistic and economic
viewpoint and share a moment of pleasure.

In practice

Duration: 4 to hours
Guided walk through the city
Tasting of a chocolate praline during the walk
Tasting of a Waffle p.p. during the walk
Tasting of a beer in a traditional establishment



8) Lunch / Dine Around

We suggest that you immerse yourself in some of these very 
typical Brussels locations for an aperitif beer and charcuterie 
starter, a meal and a dessert. A guided walk that offers a unique 
opportunity to discover or rediscover the typical delicacies of our 
regions and to discover, accompanied by one of our guides, the 
history of these places...

Practical Info

Duration: 4 hours
3-course lunch in 3 different establishments:
Beer, cheese and cold cuts starter
Traditional Belgian dish + 2 drinks in a typical restaurant
Dessert and drink in a tavern in the historical centre



9) Who Killed... City Game with our actors

Our game “Who killed Monsieur the Count" is even more interactive:
accompanied by our guide and our host Hercule Du Poireau, armed with
suspect cards and a blank map, find the suspects who are hiding in the
city and ask them about the death of the Count while discovering the
history of Brussels. After each stage, a new clue will bring you closer to
the murderer...

Practical Info

Welcome and briefing for an atmosphere setting by our detective Hercule
du Poireau
Division of the participants into 5 or 6 teams
Distribution of a silent card, the timing and the suspect cards.
Following the indications of the timing and the blank card, the
participants go to find the suspects to listen to their testimony and collect
the clues, as well as discover the history of the city and participate in the
challenges that will be proposed at each stage.
Final drink and resolution of the mystery in a private area
Duration of the activity: min 2h30 max 4h



Price (per person, all included)

Guided tour
Tour + 

Museum
Panoramic 

tour
Panoramic + 

Museum
Chocolate 

Route
Beer Tour Food Tour

Lunch/Dine 
Around

Who Killed... 
City Game

Including:
Guide(s) max 2h 

oe 3h

Guide(s) max 4h, 
extra guide for 
the museum, 
tickets, our 

services

Guide(s) + coach 
and driver max 4h

Guide(s) + coach 
and driver max 
4h, extra guide, 

tickets , our 
services

Guide(s) max 2h 
+ 2 tastings, our 

services

Guide(s) max 4h, 
extra guide for 

the tasting, 
beers and 

snacks, our 
services

Guide(s) max 4h, 
tasting of a 

praline, a waffle 
and a beer, our 

services

Guide(s) max 4h, 
Lunch Around, 
our services

Animation team 
max 4h, 

documents of the 
game, tasting of 
a praline, final 

drink, our 
services

5 pax 195€/230€ 98€p.p 138€p.p 185€p.p 62€ p.p. 80€p.p 76€ p.p. 150€p.p 830€p.p

8-15 pax 195€/230€ 72€ p.p. 86€ p.p. 123€ p.p. 42€ p.p. 58€ p.p. 51€ p.p. 128p.p 525€ p.p.

16-25 pax 195€/230€ 54€ p.p. 54€ p.p. 89€ p.p. 34€ p.p. 42€ p.p. 42€ p.p. 110€ p.p. 268€ p.p.

26-35 pax 390€/460€ 63€ p.p. 45€ p.p. 79€ p.p. 30€ p.p. 41€ p.p. 40€ p.p. 115€ p.p. 171€ p.p.

36-50 pax 390€/460€ 61€ p.p. 32€ p.p. 66€ p.p. 26€ p.p. 36€ p.p. 36€ p.p. 108€ p.p. 131€ p.p.

51-75 pax 585€/690€ 57€ p.p. 45€ p.p. 77€ p.p. 26€ p.p. 37€ p.p. 35€ p.p. 109€ p.p. 95€ p.p.

76-100 pax 780€/920€ 54€ p.p. 32€ p.p. 62€ pp. 25€ p.p. 35€ p.p. 33€ p.p. 108€ p.p. 71€ p.p.

From 100 
pax

On demand On demand On demand On demand On demand On demand On demand On demand On demand



We work on demand: do you want to modify the offer?
Adapt it to your budget? Add more experiences?
We are always ready to listen!

Sophie Le Grand
Director

Andrea Snaidero
Group Manager

__________________________________________

info@itineraires.be
+32 (0)496 38 85 94
N. Entreprise: 0880 - 587- 081

ANY QUESTIONS?
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